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Yep, if you can play this book, as cleanly and with Lee's tonal quality, you will be quite a bassist. But

if you take just what's written and walk on stage with it, you might be embarrassed.Having gone

through some of the music, there are errors. Sure, many might not be noticed by the audience, but

an error is an error. Notes are written in the wrong octave. For instance, at times, a sequence of

notes are written in the same octave, whereas Lee is clearly playing those notes more as an

arpeggio through a couple scale ranges.Another example of fatal flaws can be seen in the ending

measures of Tom Sawyer. I'm not sure where half the notes came from. Listen to the CD and vwala,

you find you need to rewrite the music. Lee is not playing all that has been written there, and when it

is what he's playing, it's out of sequence and/or not note for note. Try to play along, as I did, and

you find you're playing two completely different things.I recommend this book for anyone wanting to

play bass at this level. If you can play this book, you belong in the studio; but again, don't think you

are getting what Lee is really playing. You often are not. If it weren't for the fact that this book is a



true challenge, I would give it 1 star for its inaccuracy to the real thing.

This book is complete on every song in it. Has both the tab and staff notation. I do not know if this is

common practice as most tab books I get do not have it. All in all a good buy for someone wanting

to study RUSH and Geddy.

This book is great. It is tabs for old versions of all the songs though. These days (Rush in Rio and

on) Geddy has been doing things a little differently (adding plucked notes, dead notes, etc.), but this

book is correct if you listen to the oldest recordigns of each of the songs (meaning the recordings on

the albums listed on the back of the book) and don't pay attention to all the new stuff they've done in

newer recordings. If you want more recent stuff with more notes look into the deluxe collection. It

has several of the same songs and tabbed slightly differently.

I bought this several months ago and am learning Limelight. The music appears absolutely

accurate. With that said though, I've found many times that when the artist fluffs a note by missing

the fret a little or plays a repeated passage a little differently, the music shows a grace note or

variation that extends the presentation ultimately to several pages. So some of these songs are

presented as 6-8 pages of music! Once you wade through it, you realize that the actual tune is

significantly shorter in terms of effort. Also, as with every music book I've used, the tablature is

computer-generated and frequently does not reflect how an experienced bassist would play the

tune.Rush is not for beginners or intermediates. I've spent two complete weekends to learn this one

tune about 95% so far, mainly because of the amount of memorization required for the long,

non-repetitive sections. If you can play a Rush song with the recording, you are an expert bassist.

So you better be very good already to make any good use of this book. Conversely, learning these

tunes and playing them note-for-note with the recording is absolutely exhilarating, and makes you

that much better player. So when you think you can climb Everest, this is one way up.

Purchased the Kindle version and did not like at all. I've used Tab books in the past and they work

well for me. Thought I'd try a Kindle version, didn't care for the small text, you can zoom into the

page but I prefer to view the whole sheet. I've order the standard paperback version for my

collection...

Great selection of Rush songs. If you understand music theory and can read standard notation, you



will find a much greater appreciation of the compositional skills of Geddy Lee after looking at the

sheet music. For example, did you know that the interludes (guitar and bass solos) in Tom Sawyer

are written in 7/8 time? I didn't know that until I got this book.
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